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et al. [6])? Is the wiki model appropriate when a significant
portion of the information comes from another source and is
not editable (such as annotating privacy policies for websites
or analyzing data streams from a collection of sensors)?

THE WIKI MODEL OF COLLABORATION

Over the past decade, a new model of collaborative knowledge synthesis and production has emerged: wikis, which
invert the classical publishing model (review happens after
publication, not before). Further, the wiki philosophy calls
for extremely open access (anyone who can read the wiki
can also edit it, and these edits are live to all readers immediately upon being saved) as well as transparency (anyone can
see who made each change and exactly what was changed).1

I believe the power of the wiki model goes beyond relatively
unstructured text. The value of an incrementally improved
collective information resource, with low barriers to entry,
that affords microcontributions and leverages the power of
summarization, is present across many domains. I am eager to explore these ideas, and be challenged, in collaboration with other researchers interested in the power of crowd
knowledge.

This model is apparently absurd (“you want me to let anyone who comes to my website edit it, and I don’t even get
to check their work before it’s published!?”), yet, with occasional tweaks, it seems to be a huge success. Users do in
fact perform the work of creating and synthesizing content
as well as the meta-work of reviewing, correcting, and organizing. For example, Wikipedia, the largest and most famous
wiki, has amassed over three million encyclopedia articles in
English alone [7] and is generally considered to be roughly as
accurate as traditional encyclopedias [2]. Wikia, a for-profit
wiki company, hosts over 100,000 individual wikis [3]. And
mathematical models developed by Cosley [1] suggest that
the wiki model develops the same final quality as classical
publishing but does so faster.

Part of exploring a collaboration model is scoping. Thus, I
ask: what, exactly, is a wiki? My working definition of the
wiki model is as follows. I identify three core and two additional defining properties of “pure” wikis.

Yet these and other successes generally focus on textual information (more specifically, collections of article-like blocks
of text). There is also significant progress in mapping, with
projects like Open Street Map and my own Cyclopath (discussed further below) building large, rich geographic datasets.
In other contexts, the success of wikis is less obvious, but the
possibilities are tantalizing. Can we build wikis for sketching, animation, or creating structured diagrams? Do wikis
work in a Q&A format (current sites like Stack Overflow offer wiki features, but answers are rarely revised by anyone
other than the original author, if at all)? Can wikis be used
to thoughtfully compare the arguments for and against a contentious legislative proposal (an area being explored by Sen

C3. Transparent changes. It is easy to for everyone to see
how the wiki is being changed, and by whom. Specifically, a wiki needs recent changes lists summarizing
the flow of changes in the wiki or parts of it, watching
(the ability for a user to be automatically notified when
changes occur to a specified subset of the wiki), and diffing which lets reviewers see and analyze precisely what
changed in a particular revision. This transparency is essential for the monitoring and review tasks which make
the wiki model work.

BEYOND WIKITEXT

C1. Post-review. Changes are live immediately upon being
saved, and review happens after publication, not before.
C2. Open access. Any reader, including anonymous readers
if such readers have access, can be an editor, and anything can be edited.

A4. Collective ownership. Each subset of the wiki’s information is owned collectively, not just by the authors of
that subset. This is related to property C2: in order for
the artifact to have genuine open access, editing must
truly be available to anyone, not just the “owners” of a
particular territory.

1 Much
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A5. Robust consistency. The artifact’s internal consistency
(e.g., the validity of inter-article links in Wikipedia) is
difficult to disrupt without explicit intent to do so (small
edits are not secretly large edits). For example, the disruptiveness of renaming Wikipedia articles is mitigated
1

in several ways: the operation is only available to established users, it requires confirming a warning dialog,
and users following links to the old name are automatically redirected to the new.

• We must measure value from the perspective of information consumers, not producers, even though the latter is
easier. The real world offers no points for effort, and one
must correctly measure value to effectively obtain more.2

This definition is deliberately narrow, and in fact few, if any,
real systems truly meet all five properties. The goal is to
clearly define the “pure” wiki model of collaboration as well
as dimensions along which wikis vary in the wild; these dimensions can in turn provide useful anchors for researchers.

To summarize, I am fascinated by the wiki model of collaboration. I am interested in exploring the factors which lead
to its success, its limitations, and its applications beyond text
information repositories.
BIOGRAPHY

In my own Ph.D. work at the University of Minnesota, we
have applied this model to mapping, creating Cyclopath, a geographic wiki or geowiki serving the navigation needs of bicyclists in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metro area of Minnesota.
Particular challenges included building a WYSIWYG web
map interface with editing (to ensure sufficient ease of use for
reasonable open access) and designing watch regions, graphical diffing, and other adaptations of the transparency property. Another notable innovation is what we call the computational geowiki, where user-contributed wiki knowledge feeds
an algorithm – in Cyclopath’s case, route finding, which is
actually the most popular use of the system.

I am a research staff member at IBM T.J. Watson Research
Center in Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA and hold a Ph.D.
in computer science from the University of Minnesota. As
a researcher focusing on collaborative and social computing,
the high-level principle which motivates me is sustainability
– I work to empower communities to make better decisions in
the pursuit of a sustainable future. I do this by building new
tools for creating and communicating knowledge, with a special focus on open content and mass collaboration techniques
such as wikis.
In my spare time, I enjoy bicycling, reading, photography,
hiking (especially in the deserts of the American West), tinkering and building, and general hacking and programming.

The result is a successful production research system. In
only a single metro area, Cyclopath has over 2,000 registered
users and more anonymous ones, the map has been revised
over 12,000 times, and the system has computed over 70,000
routes. The ongoing project has generated one Ph.D. thesis
(my own [4]) and six peer-reviewed research papers.
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